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Care, solidarity

& action

after Pittsburgh
By Christina Conry

Joyce Feinberg. Richard
Gottfried.
Brothers
Cecil
Rosenthal and David Rosenthal.
Rose Mallinger. Irving Younger.
Daniel Stein. Jerry Rabinowitz.
Husband and wife Bernice
Simon and Sylvan Simon.
Melvin Wax.
These are the names of the 11
people gunned down in an antiSemitic attack on Oct. 27, 2018
at the Tree of Life synagogue

in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
In 2017 alone, there was nearly
a 60 percent rise in reported
incidents according to the AntiDefamation League (ADL), an
organization rooted in Jewish
values that is dedicated to
fighting hate. The ADL also
reported a significant increase in
incidents on college campuses,
almost doubling the number
of incidents reported in 2016.
The University of Puget Sound
is not exempt from these antiSemitic incidents. Our Jewish
students have experienced
verbal anti-Semitism in the
classroom and around campus,
and there have been multiple

reports
of
anti-Semitic
graffiti found on campus.
On Oct. 29, the Center
for Intercultural and Civic
Engagement (CICE) hosted
an event to serve as a gathering
space for Jewish students and
allies in this time of turmoil
in our country, as we process

the rippling effects seen in our
community. The event, titled
“Care, Solidarity, and Action
after Pittsburgh” featured several
speakers, prayers and deep
discussion of where we as Jewish
people and allies go from here.
Puget Sound sophomore and
vice president of the Jewish
Student Union Ashley Brauning
spoke at this event, opening

her heart to those present and
expressing the genuine fear and
feeling of helplessness that has
consumed her this past week.
“I am a person who refuses
to go to bed without preparing
my negel vasser and saying
the evening prayers, but these
past few sleepless nights I have

not been able to even pray
because I can’t get over the
fear and lack of faith I have
in my heart,” Brauning said.
She spoke of her initial and
unexpectedly angry reaction
to a movement by Chabad
on Campus college students,
a pledge to bring light in
the midst of darkness and
perform a mitzvos (a good
deed) in honor and recognition

of those whose lives were
taken by the horrific attack.
“I laid awake in bed and
thought a lot about why I
should give more to G-d when
he seems to not be there for me
or any of his ‘chosen people.’
My lack of faith was for the
first time prevalent. Consumed
by fear and uncertainty, I began
to understand that this is how

anti-Semitism works. Me losing
faith in a time like this is giving
away the power I have as a
Jewish person. The power my
ancestors who have survived
genocide and enslavement
fought to keep,” Brauning said.
Brauning then introduced
Rabbi Zalmy Heber, who read

several psalms with overarching
themes of peace, hope and
protection. He then invited
us all to consider the power of
an act of kindness, reflecting
on how a little bit of light
can dispel a lot of darkness.
The solidarity event also
featured a candle-lighting
ceremony, where
students
lit 11 Yahrzeit candles in

remembrance of the 11 lives lost.
The flickering flame of the candle
reminds us of the departed soul
of our loved ones and of the
need to breathe, change, grow
and strive against the darkness.
A Mourner’s Kaddish, a
prayer said for the loss of a
loved one, was recited following

the lighting of the candles.
University Chaplain Dave
Wright led those present in
a discussion, inviting them
into
further
conversation
with one another about their
initial reactions to the attack,
observed campus responses
and ideas of progress and
where to go from here.
To close the solidarity event,
everyone present was invited

to speak the name of a loved
one who is in need of support,
and the Mi Shebeirach, a
prayer of healing, was recited.
This prayer reflects our desire
for those ill or in need of
support to be healed, whether
they be suffering physically,
emotionally
or
spiritually.
An email sent by Wright and
Chief Diversity Officer Michael
Benitez asked the campus
community to stand in solidarity
with one another: “This incident
calls for the best in us — the
need for us to care for one
another, and the need for us to
all rise against bias and hate on
our campus and in this nation.”
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After 40 years, Thompson Hall science and math
seminars are still going strong
By Julia Schiff

University of Puget Sound’s long-standing tradition
since the late 1970s, the Thompson Hall Science and Math
Seminars, is still prominent in 2018. Every Thursday at 4
p.m., in Thompson 175, students and faculty gather to learn
about a wide range of different science and math topics.
Students, faculty and occasional guests speakers present
on their research or topics of interests within the realms of
science and math.
The seminars are generally lecture-based; students and
faculty ask clarification questions during the presentation.
At the end of the hour-long seminars, attendees stay to
continue asking questions and to discuss the topics. Most
of the audience is science or math-oriented, and many of
the talks require some understanding of scientific and
mathematical ideas.
On Thursday, Nov. 1, a large group of students and faculty
gathered in Thompson 175. Most of the seats in the lecture
hall were filled. There was a diverse group of students and
faculty.
Thursday’s seminar was about climate change. Professor
Steven Neshyba of the chemistry department and geology
professor Barry Goldstein presented on the subject together.
They delved into some of the hard science of climate change,
and Neshyba presented graphs displaying the changing
patterns in climate. His part of the presentation was reliant
on chemistry-based language, but he was ultimately able to
present information in a style accessible to those without a
chemistry background.
Following Neshyba’s first half of the presentation, Professor
Goldstein spoke about some of the more geological effects
of climate change. He showed images of how ice has melted

in the Arctic and shared graphics that projected what the
climate would look like in 2050, talking about how weather
patterns will change drastically. Goldstein concluded his
presentation by thanking the audience and asking them to
vote.
Neshyba and Goldstein’s seminar was characterized by the
large audience, but also by a sense of unity and interest. The
audience was vocal and keen on participating, encouraged
by the curious and humorous atmosphere of the seminar.
According to Deanna Wilcox, a senior at Puget Sound
majoring in Biology and Science, Technology and Society
(STS), this particular seminar was better-attended than
most that she had been to. “It was more full definitely. It was
the first thing I noticed when I walked in,” she said. When
prompted about why she attended this particular seminar,
she talked about its relevance in her academic life: “I talk
about climate change in all my classes,” she said.
Professor Goldstein spoke about potentially starting a
series of seminars around climate change. According to him,
there is increased discussion of the topic on campus, and
demand seems to be there.
The Thompson Hall seminars serve a larger function on
campus, for they present an opportunity to participate in
the type of learning that Puget Sound and other liberal arts
colleges promote. The seminars represent learning across
boundaries, even within science and math.
“I like it for me personally because it broadens my
understanding of sciences,” Neshyba said. “I’m a better
teacher if I understand what my colleagues are teaching.”
Within Thompson, many different disciplines are
represented, so the opportunity for students and faculty to

reach outside of their tracks is considered important.
“Anybody can go to these talks,” Neshyba said, expanding
on the idea that these seminars promote learning across many
fields of study. Of course, the talks are generally presented
with a science- and math-heavy rhetoric and geared towards
a STEM-focused audience. But students and faculty from
any subject are welcome to join.
Goldstein suggested that it may even be more beneficial
for non-STEM students to join in the seminars. “The idea
is that no matter what your major or your area of interest
is, you should go out and try as much as possible. Try to
hear, understand what people have to say,” Goldstein said,
reinforcing the central aspects of liberal arts learning. “The
further away it is from the things that you normally do in
class … in a sense it’s even more important,” he said, touching
on the value of learning things beyond your comfort zone.
According to both Goldstein and Neshyba, the audiences
seem to identify as mostly Thompson students and faculty.
Interdisciplinary learning is not lost with this self selection;
geology students learn from chemistry-oriented talks, and
physics students can learn from biology seminars.
The Thompson seminars are an opportunity for students
and faculty to learn and practice curiosity. They allow
students and faculty to gain experience in interdisciplinary
learning. This tradition seems to benefit both the students
and faculty of Puget Sound, as it continues through its
40th year on campus. It seems that the seminars have been
strongly institutionalized and will continue far into the
future of Puget Sound.

2017-18 summary of Title IX reports to the Office of Diversity and Inclusion
Information and graph courtesy of Provost Kristine Bartanen

SECURITY UPDATES
The following is a summary of incidents
reported to Security Services occurring
on campus between October 30, 2018 and
November 5, 2018:
· A student reported their vehicle which
they had parked near N. 18th and Lawrence
Streets was broken into. A rear side window
was smashed and a guitar and case left inside
the vehicle was taken. The theft occurred at

This is an ASUPS Media Publication

approximately 11 p.m.
· A student reported both wheels stolen from
their bicycle while it was locked near the
Fieldhouse. The theft occurred in the late
afternoon.
· Security staff assisted two students in
separate incidents who were experiencing
symptoms of over-consuming alcohol.
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By Kylie Gurewitz

If you walked into the Rotunda
last Friday evening, you might
have noticed students eating pizza
and looking over their ballots for
the upcoming midterm election.
On Friday, Nov. 2, the Student
Association for Reproductive
Rights (SAFRR) hosted a ballot
party. The event invited students
to fill out their ballots in a group
setting.
“The overall goal was to foster
a sense of community in the
voting process, especially because
ballot language can be complex
and confusing. I envisioned
people coming together to talk
about the candidates and the
issues,” SAFRR president Abigail
Rawson said. Rawson also added
that she hoped the event would
remind students to vote, especially
considering historically low voter
turnout for midterm elections
among Puget Sound students.
Overall it seems like Puget
Sound students are more
motivated to vote in the midterms
as a result of the 2016 presidential
election. Rawson stated that from

tabling in the Wheelock Student
Center and promoting the ballot
party, it seemed that Puget Sound
students are excited to vote in this
election.
“At the end of the day, the

possible, because the voices of
young people are what is going to
change the future,” Rawson said.
The event was hosted in
collaboration
with
Fuse
Washington, the state’s largest

Fuse provided the food for the
ballot party and a representative
form. Fuse was present at the
event to help students answer
questions about their ballots
and general questions about the

progressive
organization,
according to their website.
The site also states: “Our goals
at Fuse are to help progressives
win more often and give ordinary
people a strong voice in politics.”

voting process.
SAFRR has held several events
so far this semester, including a
Skate Night event that was held
in collaboration with KUPS.
The Skate Night event also

PHOTO COURTESY OF FLICKR

goal of the ballot party was to
get a higher voter turnout than
in 2014 and even in 2016. We
will continue to be vocal right
up until the election in getting
as many ballots turned in as

helped to raise money for future
events. SAFRR has also tabled
to help students register for the
election and gone out canvassing
for progressive Washington
candidates like Mari Leavitt and
Christine Kilduff.
As the semester goes on,
SAFRR will hold several more
events. On Nov. 30, the group
will host a free HIV testing event
with the Pierce County AIDS
foundation. Additionally, the
group will be hosting Babeland
(a Seattle based sex shop) for a
“pleasure-based, LGBT-inclusive
sex ed workshop” on Nov. 14.
SAFRR’s remaining meetings
this semester will be held on
Wednesday, Nov. 7 from 6–7 p.m.
and on Monday, Dec. 3 from 5–6
p.m. in the Student Diversity
Center. “We welcome any and
all who want to talk reproductive
justice and how they can make a
difference!” Rawson said.

State of Incarceration project interrogates mass
incarceration in the U.S.

By Marcelle Rutherfurd

On Tuesday, Oct. 23, Dr. Shana Russell was on
campus to give a talk on the State of Incarceration
project. This project is being managed by the
Humanities Action Lab (HAL), an organization
that Dr. Russell is a part of.
“The Humanities Action Lab is a coalition of
universities, issue organizations and public spaces
in 36 cities — and growing — that collaborate to
produce community-curated public humanities
projects on urgent social issues,” Dr. Russell said
at the talk.
The State of Incarceration project is a travelling
art installation that is entirely built by local
community members and universities in each
location it travels to. “The project has been to
100 plus colleges and universities, and has led
public dialogues on local incarceration histories
and current issues on and off campus,” the
presentation read.
The State of Incarceration project is entirely
based on what the local community and those
affected by incarceration within the community
want it to look like. It is a mixed-media depiction
of the problem of mass incarceration in the U.S. at
every location it is in. There are often interactive
portions in each exhibit, where the viewers can
process and understand their feelings on this
complicated issue.
Mass incarceration is a problem in the United
States, where according to Amnesty International,
25 percent of the world’s incarcerated population
resides. Dr. Russell conducted a poll at the
beginning of the lecture, and within that room
alone 71 percent of the people knew someone
who had been incarcerated. The project is one
of many nationwide to help battle this issue. At
the University of Puget Sound, Dr. Tanya Erzen
is deeply involved with the Freedom Education
Project Puget Sound (FEPPS).

“Freedom Education Project Puget Sound was
founded by faculty from University of Puget Sound
in 2011. The mission is to offer a rigorous college
program to incarcerated women in Washington and
pathways to further education upon release. FEPPS
has become a successful Signature Initiative of the
university that is widely supported by faculty and
students,” their website reads.
According to their website, FEPPS provides
many resources for the incarcerated individuals at
Washington Corrections Center for Women to
receive a university education during their sentence.
Many organizations on campus help Dr. Erzen in
this project, such as the library and the Center for
Writing, Learning & Teaching (CWLT).
“I have been volunteering with FEPPS for about
a year, working with students in study halls on essay
writing and reading comprehension. I also interned
with FEPPS over the summer and coordinated the
study halls, led tutoring workshops for volunteers
and helped organize events like graduation,” senior
Meghan Rogers said.
“Working closely with FEPPS students has
shown me the importance of education as a source
of empowerment, especially in the way it creates
space for reflection and critical analysis of oneself
and their relationship to society,” Rogers concluded.
Students such as Rogers have engaged with
FEPPS in many different ways, and the State of
Incarceration Project shows Puget Sound students
that they are not alone in their work.
Dr. Erzen invited Dr. Russell to campus to speak,
prompting many students to consider incarceration
more deeply. These projects are some examples of
how universities are working to fix this problem in
the U.S., and how students can help those who have
suffered as a result of incarceration.

PHOTO CREDIT TO REBECCA HEALD

Dr. Shana Russell speaking about the States of Incarceration project
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OPINIONS

Opinions contained herein do not necessarily reflect the views of The Trail staff, ASUPS, the University or its Board of Trustees. Articles and letters in the Opinions
section are printed at the discretion of the Trail editorial staff. The Trail reserves the right to refuse any letters submitted for publication. Letters to the editor will
not be edited for grammar, spelling, or content, except in the case of material that is considered to be offensive, as determined by the Trail style guide. All letters to the
editor must be signed and must have an email address or phone number. Letters for publication the following Friday are due no later than Monday at noon and may
be sent to: The Puget Sound Trail, 1095 Wheelock Student Center, Tacoma, WA 98416 or trail@pugetsound.edu.

All-American violence:

What the tragedies of late October all have in common

By Isaac Sims-Foster
The end of October struck America with three major
crimes of domestic terrorism, all of which were identitybased attacks. Politicians reacted with apparent shock at
these events, mindlessly claiming that violence is distinctly
un-American.
In reality, violence is about as American as baseball or
McDonald’s.
The reactions of many major politicians to these crimes
have reminded many young Americans, especially the
disenfranchised, just how out of touch with the history of
their own country the current major players are.
The following reports from CNN sum up last week’s
heinous occurrences, all passionately inspired by nothing but
hatred, racism, violence and anti-Semitism to a degree many
thought had not existed in 50 years. Guess what? It has.
“Federal authorities said [Cesar Sayoc] mailed a total of 14
packages containing pipe bombs, none of which detonated,
but all of which were real. Sayoc’s political inclinations were
passionately displayed for everyone to see. His white Dodge
van was plastered with pro-Trump messages and stickers
showing prominent liberals in crosshairs,” CNN published
on Oct. 26 in the article “Bomb Suspect Arrest: What we
know about Cesar Sayoc.”
“Gregory Bush headed to a Kroger store [in Jeffersontown,
Kentucky] where he allegedly shot two people, both
African-American. The first victim was Maurice Stallard,
69, who was with his 12-year-old grandson buying a poster
board for a school project. The second was Vickie Jones, 67,
killed in the parking lot as Bush fled,” CNN published two
days later in their article “Man who killed 2 at Kroger …”
“Saturday morning brought news of a mass shooting at a
Pittsburgh synagogue, where congregants had gathered for

services. A man shouting anti-Semitic slurs ran inside the
Tree of Life synagogue in the close-knit neighborhood of
Squirrel Hill and opened fire, killing 11 people. Six people
were injured in the attack, but it left many more hurting,”
CNN published the next day in the article “72 Hours in
America …”
But the fact that these incidents happened is not what struck
me most about this terrible moment. As many oppressed
Americans will tell you, nothing about the things that have
happened since the Trump regime began, from attacks on
LGBTQ+ rights, to the confirmation of Kavanaugh, to
the separation of Latinx families and detention of young
migrant children, comes as a surprise to us. But apparently,
they surprised many of our political leaders.
“This is an absolute tragedy,” Pennsylvania Governor Tom
Wolf said in a tweet. “These senseless acts of violence are not
who we are as Americans.” This quote from CNN by Wolf,
who was responding to the Pittsburgh massacre, shows how
blindly some politicians speak before really thinking.
“In these times we have to unify, we have to come together
and send one very clear, strong, unmistakable message that
acts or threats of political violence of any kind have no place
in the United States of America,” Trump said on record at
the White House.
Vice President Mike Pence tweeted, “We condemn the
attempted attacks against fmr Pres Obama, the Clintons,
@CNN & others. These cowardly actions are despicable &
have no place in this Country.”
Even Bernie Sanders took to Facebook seemingly without
a hint of self-awareness: “These deeply un-American acts
of violence have no place in our great democracy. In this
country we battle with words and ideas, not fists and bombs.

Acts of violence, appeals to violence and condoning violence
have no place in American society.”
Nothing could be further from the truth. While it may not
be taught in schools or explained to our children explicitly,
the fact is that the U.S. is built on a legacy of blood, violence
and genocide that stretches back to Plymouth Rock.
Native Americans, black Americans, Jewish Americans,
Japanese Americans, Mexican Americans, LGBTQ+
Americans, just to name a few groups, can all write epics
about the ways politically motivated violence has seeped
into the fabric of the country over its short lifespan.
And before you protest that Pittsburgh and Kentucky were
not politically motivated, let me remind you that racism and
anti-Semitism are implicitly recognized as political views
in this country. On a subconscious level, these dominant
oppressive ideologies are sewn into the white Anglo-Saxon
Protestant American’s brain, and it’s universally known
nothing that happened this past week was new. Politics are
not just about Executive and Legislative, State and Federal,
Democrat and Republican. Politics, by definition, are about
people. Killing based on identity is just as political as mailing
a bomb to your least favorite liberal.
It’s a shame that our leading politicians, the people who
represent the views of millions of Americans, and represent
America to the world, are still so scared to acknowledge their
own hypocrisy. Because if we’re not killing each other, our
war machine is rumbling across Africa and the Middle East,
or our spies are toppling governments in Latin America, or
we’re turning a blind eye to Apartheid.
Violence is the American way. If our politicians one day
agree to change that, then maybe I can be surprised about
the mass murder of innocent people on our own soil.

The thing about Lime bikes ...
By Bailey Gamel

In the past few weeks, you’ve more than
likely seen them encroaching on campus.
In the middle of the night you’ve probably
heard them. If you live on the outskirts of
campus or near Todd-Phibbs hall, you’ve
definitely had to walk by them. Yep, I’m
talking about the Lime bikes and scooters
that have shown up recently.
Lime is a bike- and scooter-sharing
company that has been popping up in
towns across the U.S. In the past few weeks,
they’ve made their way to Tacoma and the
University of Puget Sound.
Here’s how it works: you use an app that
lets you view bikes and scooters in the
area. When you are near one, you select it
on the app. In order to ensure that you are
charged for the right bike and that the bike’s
ultimate locations are clear, you scan a QR
code. After this, you are ready to go!
Lime is cost-effective. It costs a dollar to
unlock one and between $.05 and $.15 per
minute depending on the type of bike or
scooter you have checked out. This low cost
allows riders to get places very inexpensively
or just to have a fun time riding around
without spending a lot of money.
Bikes and scooters are abundant and are
often parked together. This means people
can go out with their friends in large groups.
The campus reaction to the arrival of these
new modes of transportation seems to be
mixed. While Limes can be really effective
and fun, they do have their drawbacks.
On the positive side, Lime bikes are a costeffective way of getting around. Students

in particular can benefit from this. Not
everyone has a bike, and having access to
bikes can make anything from a trip to the
grocery store to getting to an appointment
easier. Limes can be really fun. It is great that
they are encouraging people to go outside,
be active and explore off campus.
On the negative side, Lime bikes can be
dangerous. I have seen students weaving
in and out of bike lanes late at night when
visibility is low. Riders are also often on
the sidewalk next to pedestrians, which
can create a safety issue in and of itself.
Furthermore, not all riders wear helmets.
Lime bikes and other individualized
transportation trends can also be damaging
to the market for public transportation.
When young, able-bodied people are opting
to use bike-share companies, buses have less
of a demand. The bus system is critical to
many people. It is also an effective, affordable
way of getting around. If Lime bikes pose
as an alternative to driving cars, community
members have much less incentive to
support public-funded transportation. This
can ultimately cause the bus system to be
less effective for populations who really need
it.
Lime bikes have both good and bad
effects on the Tacoma community. I am not
advocating against them by any means — I
would just remind people to be cognizant
while using them. Be mindful of where you
are, both for others’ safety and your own.
Please wear a helmet, they literally save lives.
(If you don’t believe me, look at the survival

statistics of people wearing helmets versus
those who do not).
Don’t forget that the Associated Students
of the University of Puget Sound (ASUPS)
has Orca Cards that are totally free to

students. These cards allow you to go
anywhere from Olympia to Seattle on
public transportation. You just swipe once
getting on the bus and the Puget Sound is
your oyster.

PHOTO BY PAUL WASNESKI

Lime and Bird, two California-based bike and scooter share companies, run their businesses
nation-wide. Tacoma residents first started seeing this new transportation phenomena in
September 2018.
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The Happy Trail is The Trail’s weekly sex column that seeks to inform the community on issues related to sexuality and gender by addressing these topics in an education-based way. Our mission is
to make the campus a safer place by normalizing and demystifying topics like safer sex practices, sexualities, kinks and polyamory, while shedding light on topics like trans rights, sexual and domestic
violence, gender inequalities and intersectionality. Happy Trail correspondents are not medical professionals; if you have a medical concern contact CHWS or a local clinic. Otherwise, direct your sexuality and gender questions to lnkelly@pugetsound.edu. Respond to Happy Trail articles in the form of a letter to the editor sent to trail@pugetsound.edu.

Thinking beyond the binary: The history of intersex
people in the United States
By Lori Kelly

Throughout history, intersex people
have faced many hardships, both socially
and within the realm of science. Initially,
intersex people were referred to as
“hermaphrodites,” as coined by Greek
physician Hippocrates. This term, however,
implies that “a person is fully male and
fully female,” as explained by ISNA. In the
early 20th century, this term was replaced
by “intersex.”
As the field of medicine grew, many
physicians believed in using medicine to
align ambiguous genitalia to the gender
binary. In the 1950s, Johns Hopkins
University became the first to medicalize
intersex treatment with a process that
functioned to eliminate intersexuality
in early childhood through surgery,
endocrinology (hormonal treatments)
and psychology. Many believed that large
clitorises or small testes, both common

attributes of intersex, would lead to
homosexuality. In medically altering
genitalia, doctors hoped that people
born intersex would end up heterosexual,
and therefore “normal” by societal terms.
Throughout the century, this treatment
was the standard for children born intersex.
Such action did not come without
consequences. A stout believer in the
Hopkins method was Dr. John Money,
a psychologist who argued that gender
was largely fluid throughout childhood.
Such claims were based upon patient
David Reimer, born male (not intersex),
who suffered a botched circumcision
which ended in a gender reassignment
surgery. Raised a female, Reimer seemed
a “successful” patient: i.e., not homosexual.
However, Reimer endured years of body
dysmorphia and other psychological
torment. In his biography, “As Nature

Made Him: The Boy Who Was Raised
as a Girl,” written by John Colapinto,
Reimer illustrates the sexual mistreatment
endured by him and his twin brother on
behalf of Dr. Money in efforts to prove his
heterosexuality as a child. Having never
fit in to his identity as female, Reimer
transitioned back to being a man once he
learned about his past at age 14. In 2004,
Reimer took his own life at the age of 38.
In the years following Money’s argument
that doctors should realign intersex
children due to the malleability of gender,
few proposed counterarguments. Parents
were told their LGBTQ+ children would
grow up “normal.”
Change came in 1993, when Dr. Anne
Fausto-Sterling wrote several articles
on gender and biology, most notably
“The Five Sexes: Why Male and Female
Are Not Enough.” This article sparked a
movement for intersex
rights, and ISNA was
founded by Cheryl Chase
the same year.
Intersex activists have
dramatically influenced
the medical field, and
many doctors today do not
treat intersex as a medical
condition
worthy
of
treatment or “correction.”
As
the
movement
has grown, its goal of
having intersex people
recognized as perfectly
normal people has slowly
intermingled with the
LGBTQ+ movement. The
fight for bodily autonomy,
particularly with respect
to genitalia, has become
increasingly included in
modern-day civil rights
movements.
PHOTO COURTESY OF WIKIMEDIA COMMONS

Maybe you’ve always looked at your
genitalia and thought, “Yep! Seems right!”
Maybe you thought, “Not really my style,
but we’ll make it work.” Maybe instead
you proclaimed, “I am not defined by
my genitalia!” But what if your genitalia
doesn’t fit into our binary system of female
or male?
According to the Intersex Society of
North America (ISNA), the term “intersex”
refers to “a variety of conditions in which
a person is born with a reproductive or
sexual anatomy that doesn’t seem to fit
the typical definitions of female or male.”
Intersex occurs when the chromosomes of
an individual do not perfectly line up while
the fetus is developing, and displays itself
in many ways, some physical and others
not. Intersexuality refers to anyone whose
genitalia and/or biology varies from the
boundaries of normalcy defined by society.
There are many conditions
for which intersex may
apply, including Klinefelter
Syndrome, which is a
deficiency of testosterone in
men, and Turner Syndrome,
in which women lack an
X
chromosome.
Some
people may be born with
mosaic
chromosomes,
where some cells contain
XX chromosomes (female)
and some contain XY
chromosomes (male).
Intersex is not uncommon.
In statistics procured by
ISNA, approximately 1 in
100 people’s “bodies differ
from standard male and
female.” These numbers
are exceedingly difficult
to examine because of the
varying definitions of what
counts as intersex and what
doesn’t.

Doctors would use the Phall-O-Meter to determine the biological sex of newborn babies.
If genitalia was within the range illustrated, surgery was performed.

‘Big Mouth’ season two has no
shame about having uncomfortable
conversations about puberty
By Ellen Finn

Most college students are past the days of navigating
our flying hormones, sexual urges and growing bodies.
But we’re not so distanced from those days to forget the
painful and hilarious memories “Big Mouth,” the Netflix
animated show depicting puberty, brings us back to puberty
in its second season. “Big Mouth” illustrates the cringiest
of the cringy from our youth and creates something that
is hilarious, filthy and surprisingly touching.
To the main characters (voiced by John Mulaney, Nick
Kroll, Jessi Klein and Maya Rudolph), anything can be
sexualized — a pillow, a friend’s sister, a sock, a tomato
— and it’s as raunchy and humiliating as it sounds. “Big
Mouth” captures the truth of puberty better than any other
depiction I’ve seen in recent memory. It is a dump truck
of quick and bizarre jokes that don’t always completely
make sense, but always accurately represent the anxious
and confused mind of a horny 13-year-old.
Puget Sound senior Parker Barry said that this is the
precise reason that she had lukewarm feelings towards
the show in its second season. While at first she was
entertained by its humor and relatability, she said that
“Big Mouth” season two was sometimes too painful to

watch.
“To be honest, I don’t really want to remember those
painfully awkward times in my life,” Barry said. “They
are pretty funny but also they are a little too real. I would
never want to go back to that time in my life, so why
would I want to watch a show about it?”
Barry does have a point about the show getting too real.
Outlandish jokes aside, “Big Mouth” certainly prompts
the viewer to think about deeper issues surrounding
family, sexuality and self-esteem. This is especially
evident in later episodes of the season that focus mainly
on the “Shame Monster” who travels around the students’
overnight field trip, cursing them with self-hatred about
things such as not having big breasts, masturbation, not
being the perfect feminist, not having pubic hair yet,
making out with a classmate, being gay and a multitude
of other personal issues.
The show made me and my friends reflect on the shame
that we still carry that was manifested during puberty.
While there is certainly nothing funny about that, it felt
incredibly important to challenge the shame that we still
carry as young adults.

Additionally, there are plenty of “adult” problems that
get nearly as much airtime as the kids. “Big Mouth” covers
the teens’ parents lives, including their happy marriages,
cheating, divorce, alcoholism and weed reliance. It’s freaky
to watch as a 21-year-old who feels as though they are in
between the two major life phases of child and parent.
I am really pleased that the creators decided to explore
non-hetersexual identities this season. Not only did a
previously known gay character, Matthew, get his own
plot arc about the shame of being gay and not feeling
like he fit into heterosexual girl or boy social groups, but
another character, Jay, had a coming out moment in which
he realized he might be bisexual. This was an enormous
triumph, not only because of the truly awful lack of
male bisexual representation, but because it was another
chance to explore a moment that is familiar, painful and
heartwarming for LGBTQ viewers.
I can’t wait for a potential third season in which
“Big Mouth” can continue to tell funny stories about
humiliatingly painful moments that we’ve all experienced.
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Chinese Lecture and Film Night brings
presentation on martial arts
By Finn Dobkin

Last Friday, Dr. Chris Hamm
of the University of Washington
Seattle’s
Chinese
Studies
Department visited campus
to present about the history of
Chinese martial arts fiction. The
presentation, which coincided
with the death of the martial arts
writer Jin Yong, focused on the
martial arts fiction as a reflection
of China’s political and social
position in the world.
The presentation began with a
synopsis of the life work of Jin
Yong, who also happens to be the
center of Dr. Hamm’s research. “It
may seem like a marginal thing to
be a writer of martial arts fiction,”
Dr. Hamm said. But with over 300
million copies of his novels sold in
China alone, Yong is influential in
both China and abroad.
Dr. Hamm explained that Yong
focused his work on two styles of
martial arts fiction, swordplay and
Kung Fu.
Swordplay, he said, “tends to be
combative and involve ancient
weaponry. It is set in the ancient
past and tends to be romantic
with complex relationships.”
Dr. Hamm compared this to
Kung Fu, which he described as
a “more gritty approach to the
ideas of combat” and is “often set
in recent times, with a concern for
manliness in one way or another.”
It was clear from the presentation
that Yong is an important figure
in martial arts fiction.
“Jin Yong brought martial arts
into the public conscious, both
in China and really around the
world,” Dr. Hamm said. “How we
think about martial arts today is
because of Jin Yong.”
That evening, however, Dr.
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Dr. Hamm presents to a full Wyatt classroom
Hamm chose to compare several
cinematic pieces that allowed for
comparisons between the cultural
and social aspects of martial arts
films.
Essential to understanding the
importance of martial arts to
popular culture in China is the
Bruce Lee film “The Chinese
Connection.” This film is based
on the legend of Huo Yuanjia, a
Kung Fu master who moved Kung
Fu from a traditional art form to
a “form of scientific exercise and
self defense that was in line with
international concepts of sports,”
Dr. Hamm said.
After Yuanjia challenges and
beats several Japanese Judo
fighters, he is found dead with
experts claiming that he was
poisoned for beating the Japanese

and embarrassing them by his
skill.
The film focuses on this
legend, with Bruce Lee seeking
vengeance on Yuanjia’s death.
Directors of the film sought to
“create a nationalistic version of
martial arts” that would “revitalize
the legend of Hua Yuanjia,” Dr.
Hamm said.
The importance of the film,
however, goes far beyond the
national pride of Kung Fu. The
“crazed” style of filmmaking was
in fact reflective of China’s social
dynamism in the 1970s that
was a product of an increasingly
globalized China. The success of
the film resulted in Yuanjia’s story
being retold time and time again
in Chinese cinema.
Most recently, the story of Hua

Yuanjia was retold in the Jet Li
film “Fearless.” This film, which
came out in 2006, told the story of
how Hua Yuanjia defeated several
Western fighters who came to
China hoping to prove their
superiority over Chinese Martial
artists.
Though the film contains overt
fighting sequences, they were not
intended to show violence. Instead,
martial arts was to be understood
as “connecting Chinese together
and as a doorway to mutual
understanding,” Dr. Hamm said.
This movie was produced not
long after the International
Olympic Committee made the
announcement that the 2008
Olympiad would be in Beijing.
This is central to the vision of the
film. The tone of the film is one

of harmony and respect, not of
conflict. It was meant to parallel
China’s geopolitical reverence for
others.
Since the release of “Fearless,”
Chinese Martial arts films have
taken an opposite track. Instead
of focusing on the harmony,
modern martial arts films are
“overshadowed by militaristic
action scenes,” Dr. Hamm said.
“Martial arts are deployed but
in a commando, military type of
way.” Dr. Hamm believes that this
is reflective of China’s tension
throughout the international
community.
The importance of this cultural
reflection is difficult to overstate,
particularly for Americans. Dr.
Mengjun Li of the Asian Studies
Department at the University of
Puget Sound agrees. “Art has been
a lens through which one can get a
glimpse into a foreign culture. The
most well-known example is the
1988 Disney film ‘Mulan.’ Here
you have a sixth-century Chinese
poem, adapted into an American
film, which influenced a whole
generation of young people,” Dr.
Li said.
This cross-cultural exchange isn’t
just a reflection of Chinese culture
but also shows the influence of a
growing Chinese population in
America, Dr. Li points out. Dr.
Li’s assertion shows the growing
importance of the work of
researchers like Dr. Hamm.
Besides the fascinating nuances
of these cultural works, there is a
growing consensus that not just
Chinese but foreign art of all
forms ought to be appreciated in
their own right.

Local organization offers unique chance for recovery
By Mary Salmon

Seattle-based Yoga Behind Bars (YBB)
is in its 10th year of instilling peace and
renewing hope in incarcerated men, women
and children across the state of Washington.
What started as a means of sharing yoga
with local prisoners has blossomed into an
organization rich with care, compassion and
a deep-rooted dedication to approaching
America’s justice system in a different light.
YBB is devoted to establishing values that
strengthen students’ senses of self-worth,
and does so by guiding prisoners in the
practice of meditative yoga. In turn, this
physical and emotional restoration allows
prisoners to either approach life after release
with newfound principles or experience
a sort of personal liberation in their most
restricted state of being.
“We’re not solving mass incarceration;
we’re not disrupting the system. Our
organization is trying to get individual
tools to break this cycle of stress trauma
and incarceration,” YBB Program Director
and University of Puget Sound alumna Jess
Frank said.
YBB focuses on the integration of a specific
approach to yoga into the local correctional
facilities for its unique consideration to
personal sensitivities.
“The lens that YBB uses, which is traumainformed yoga … really has an appreciation
for the reality of systems of oppression,
trauma and the impact that they have on

incarcerated people, but also recognizes
the resilience that exists in all people,”
Frank said. “We’re trying to hold a balance
between understanding the challenges that
people face because of trauma and because
of oppression, but also equally acknowledge
the resilience and power that every person
has to heal themselves within that system.”
As rewarding as trauma-informed yoga
is, however, the qualifications for teaching
it are demanding. Each instructor at YBB
must go through training to learn how to
support the students in addressing their
unique physical, mental and emotional
circumstances. Puget Sound senior and Yoga
Club President Elayna Caron is one of these
dedicated and well-trained instructors. She
teaches a few classes a month and relishes in
YBB’s transformative power.
“It’s totally changed who I am as a person
in the way that I think about activism and
… how I teach yoga,” Caron said. “Each
population I go into, I have to adjust and
modify. Am I actually creating peace
and helping people feel better, or am I
causing harm? Am I triggering people, or
am I helping people work through these
emotional blockages? With this population,
I’ve had to become so much more aware of
the words I use, the way I present myself,
even something as little as having my tattoo
showing.”
Caron, Frank, and the other 100 volunteer

instructors, 15 of which are currently
incarcerated themselves, understand the
importance of recognizing and honoring
the individuality of their students. A critical
aspect of YBB’s philosophy is the idea of
providing alternatives and ensuring that
each student has authority over themselves.
“I always give a modification. I always give
an option if you want to close your eyes or not.
The language I use shifts from population to
population … because words are triggering,”
Caron said. “The trauma-aware principle is
just letting your students know what’s going
to happen, giving options, giving variations
in poses, letting them know they are totally
in control of their practice.”
Caron has taken these lessons to heart,
applying what she has learned through
YBB to how she approaches teaching Puget
Sound students and more generally, how she
navigates through life. Frank has reported
the same effect of YBB in how it has shaped
her sense of self as well as her perception of
those around her.
“It’s really shown me that situations dictate
our differences more than who we are at our
core, and at our core we actually have way
more in common than we do different,”
Frank said.
YBB is a powerful force in breaking some
of the social barriers that stand between
those who are incarcerated and those
who are not. It sheds light on the societal

dissociation of prisoners and works to end
the isolation they often feel upon re-entry.
In order to carry out this responsibility,
the current agenda of YBB includes weekly
programs in 18 different prisons and jails
across the state, working with students in
various custody levels, including those in
solitary confinement and mental health
treatment facilities. As for the future, the
organization’s goals include advocating
for increased education and funding for
rehabilitative programs in prisons, training
and supporting additional cohorts of
incarcerated instructors to encourage
teaching within prisons and developing
a curriculum specifically catered to
incarcerated youth, like those at local
Remann Hall.
With this last goal, however, is the
immediate need for more volunteers. YBB
welcomes Puget Sound students who
have yoga certifications and would like to
be instructors, or those who do not have
certifications but would like to be assistants
and practice alongside the students.
Equipped with loving and committed
volunteers, as well as a thoroughly researched
practice, YBB is an extremely worthwhile
cause that deserves the support of each
member of the Puget Sound community.
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By Brynn Svenningsen

The third annual research symposium by campus
His research has shown that oxytocin has had an effect
club, Visible Spectrum, presented research by
on the way people viewed the androids he showed
accomplished faculty and students of color to an
them, but he is excited to see what the next round of
excited crowd. The event took place on Saturday Nov.
experimentation will bring.
3 in the Rasmussen rotunda. It worked to recognize
Vora, who is a senior and vice president of the club,
and connect students and faculty of color in the
shared on her research on photoreceptors that are
science, technology, engineering and mathematics
found in plants that utilize red and far-red light. Her
(STEM) fields at Puget Sound.
research hopes to conclude if there is a way to grow
Visible Spectrum aims to provide an inclusive
more tomatoes in a smaller amount of space with a
environment for students of color at Puget Sound
genetically modified tomato plant.
who are intended major and minors in a STEM field.
“It’s set up to provide a space for students of color
Additionally, the club works to improve retention
and faculty of color to present their research no matter
and recruitment rates of students of color in STEM
where it is within STEM. ... It’s just supposed to be a
at Puget Sound. Their mission, as described by
space where students of color can see other students
club president and junior Simone Moore, is to be a
of color and what they are doing and what faculty of
community that will help students of color to succeed
color are doing because we are not seen as much on
in the difficult STEM programs on campus.
campus,” Moore said of the event. “Especially at other
Last Saturday, Moore caught the attention of the
research symposiums that have been put on by the
crowd by introducing the symposium’s first speaker,
school, as the departments are largely white.”
PHOTO CREDIT TO AUGUSTA GRASSL
Dr. America Chambers of the computer science
Visible Spectrum is dedicated to their commitment
Visible Spectrum members and symposium attendees await presentation
department. Chambers is an advisor to the club and
to making the broad diversity of STEM more visible
a way to help people through the use of STEM technology.
according to Moore, had the idea with professor Erin
and accessible to students of color. When speaking to
Colbert-White to create a club like Visible Spectrum on A series of small-group discussions came after Chamber’s Moore she shared that STEM classes can sometimes feel
campus back when Moore was a first-year. Since its creation, talk.
competitive and overwhelming.
“I decided to come to the event because my psychology
the club has established itself on campus through weekly
“It’s really a useful resource, that if people put in the effort
meetings, study sessions for student of color in STEM and professor, Erin Colbert-White, recommended for me and care, can really help students of color on this campus,
to because I identify as biracial. I also wanted to come to especially those in STEM as it’s not a friendly place all of
community-building events for those involved.
At the symposium, Chambers was obviously excited to the event because recently I have been really interested in the time. … Especially when you are not represented in
share her research on artificial intelligence (AI). Chambers, research and having a possible research career in my future,” your faculty and you are one of three people in a 30-person
to the relief of everyone there, explained exactly what she first-year Olivia Nomura said.
classroom. It can be a little daunting, ” Moore said.
Nomura, like many of the students in the room, was
meant by AI and asked the audience to think less about the
Moore spoke on her wishes for the STEM field and
cyborgs of popular media. Instead, Chambers spoke on her excited and interested in learning more about what the community to be a more collaborative place, and how
work with her classes to create computer systems that use Visible Spectrum club does on campus.
Visible Spectrum has committed itself to using group work
“I was not part of the Visible Spectrum club before this as a tool for success.
AI to have real conversations with people.
“Artificial humanity is about emulating humanity,” event, but now I plan on participating in more club activities.
The event ended with a question-and-answer session
Chambers said. While she acknowledged that AI has a I suggest that anyone who is a person of color to come to a where students in attendance could ask students, professors
sort of ‘sexiness’ that other scientific fields don’t always get, club meeting or event, because the club is organizing some and alumni of color their questions. It was obvious in the
it really isn’t all about robots. Her research and what she really cool stuff,” Nomura said.
question-and-answer session, as it was throughout the
After the small-group discussions, two Puget Sound whole event, that those in attendance were passionate about
works on in her classes is the creation of programs that can
emulate humanity in a convincing way. She explained that students, Andre Zamani and Priyanki Vora shared their the STEM field. Those on the panel answered thoughtfully
programs like these could be used in the future as tutors in research with the crowd.
and were very interested in finding ways to help attendees
Zamani spoke on his research on oxytocin and if it could to reach their goals.
school districts that don’t have the resources to hire them.
According to Chambers, AI is a long ways off from what we improve the social response to androids. While explaining
To get involved with Visible Spectrum, email
see in popular media but is getting closer every day to being the scientific principles behind his research he kept the visiblespectrum@pugetsound.edu.
audience engaged and laughing throughout his presentation.

Rho Gammas are the unknown Greek recruitment guides
By Maddy Campbell

For most members of Greek life, the
beginning of spring semester is a mad rush
to get things organized for new recruits. But
a select few have been silently preparing all
year. These people are the Rho Gammas, who
will act as guides, counselors and confidants
for the potential new members (PNMs)
as they navigate this spring’s recruitment
process. The recruitment process can be a
time of emotional high stakes, which is why
a there is a lot that goes into becoming a
Rho Gamma.
In order to avoid affecting the decisions of
the PNMs, Rho Gammas have to spend the
entire fall semester disaffiliated with their
sorority or fraternity chapter. Disaffiliation
is the process of renouncing one’s specific
house and avoiding being identified as a
member of that house. Fortunately for the
Rho Gammas, they only do it from the
beginning of the school year until the end
of recruitment.
Even though it is for a short period of
time, disaffiliation takes a toll on the Rho
Gammas. “I have so much pride in my
house and I’m so excited to represent it but
I can’t express how much I love it,” junior
and current Rho Gamma Onti Rosen said.
Rho Gammas have to store all clothing
that displays their Greek letters, avoid
groups of people from their house and
take all other precautions to prevent being
identified as a member of their chapter.
“It’s weird,” senior and current Rho
Gamma Andi Thomas-Sanchez said. “I kind
of feel like a secret agent in a way because

I know what house I’m in and everyone in
Greek life too.”
All these precautions allow Rho Gammas
to be as supportive and trustworthy guides
as possible. According to senior and
director of recruitment Julia Masur, they
even disaffiliate with their specific chapter
in order to affiliate themselves more with
Greek life as a whole.
People interested in becoming a Rho
Gamma have to have been a member of
their sorority or fraternity during spring
formal recruitment so they are able to share
with the PNMs what it’s like to be the
recruiter and the recruited. After sending
in applications to be a Rho Gamma, teams
from the Panhellenic council, the governing
body for sororities, and Inter-fraternal
council (IFC), the governing body for
fraternities, select and interview candidates.
These teams hire at least one Rho Gamma
from each sorority and fraternity.
Come January, students going through
recruitment can expect to be introduced to
the four fraternities and five sororities on
campus. While fraternities and sororities
are actively recruiting members all year,
formal recruitment will be the first time
that first-years will be able to get an indepth perspective on what it is like to be a
part of Greek life. Formal recruitment also
consists of a series of organized events in
which PNMs can get to know people and
experience several aspects of Greek life to
find the house that might suit them best.
Being a Rho Gamma is apparently

not unlike being an orientation leader,
according to several Rho Gammas. In fact,
the name Rho Gamma comes from the
Greek letters that represent “r” and “g” to
stand for “recruitment guide.” These leaders
are put into pairs and assigned a group of
PNMs who become their “Rho Gammies.”
Essentially, the Rho Gamma’s job is to help
PNMs decide which sorority or fraternity
to join, offering assistance in a number of
ways.
“They’re there to hear you out, answer your
questions, talk out your decisions with you
and also share their own experience with
you, both the good and the bad,” Masur
said. After going through the emotional
recruitment experience together, many Rho
Gammas form strong bonds with their Rho
Gammies. “I think it’ll feel a lot less forced
to get to know PNMs without having a lot
more recruitment events … it’s going to be
a lot more of this genuine and comforting
role,” Thomas-Sanchez said.
Due to these emotional circumstances,
Rho Gammas become like parental figures
or big siblings to their Rho Gammies.
Masur recounted a sentimental experience
she had during her time as a PNM. “I have
this memory of sending my Rho Gamma a
text that was more than a screen long saying,
‘Help me!’ and she responded and I saved
the advice to give to my Rho Gammies that
year,” she said.
Each person has their individual reasons
for becoming a Rho Gamma. The job gives
people the chance to see what goes on

“backstage” while recruiting new members,
and lets people have the experience of being
a mentor. Most are interested in providing
the best experience for PNMs as they go
through the recruitment process. “I’m so
lucky to have found where I belong and I
want to help girls find that same passion I
have for my house,” Rosen said.

TUNE IN
BRAVE Radio Hour
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Bystander Revolution Against Violence
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The Postmen community gathers for fall
season with hopes of returning to nationals
By Keely Coxwell

“The Postmen have been far and above the
best thing to happen to me at UPS,” Sam
Keller ‘20 said. “I absolutely fell in love with
the team and the people that make up the
ultimate program on campus.”
Keller is one of the co-captains of the men’s
Ultimate Frisbee team, the Postmen, with
Ramsey Rossmann ‘19, who is currently
abroad.
The sport of ultimate frisbee creates a close
community that centers around the spirit of
the game.
“The spirit of frisbee is something that I
believe is unique to the sport. Plenty of other
sports emphasize sportsmanship in theory,
but when it comes down to it games are
very much ‘us versus them,’” Bryce Ulrich
‘20 said. “With ultimate frisbee, there is
much more of a sense of friendship between
players of opposing teams, even if they don’t

know each other. The sense of spirit that
comes with a self-officiated sport requires a
level of respect between teams, and if that
isn’t present the game becomes much less
fun for either side.”
“I interpret Spirit of the Game as mutual
respect between you and your opponents
and you and your team. Because frisbee is
self-officiated (no referees), it is on every
player to hold themselves and their team to
those standards,” Nate Hess ‘20 said. “There
are many aspects of being spirited which
makes it a very difficult thing to do: you
should know the rules, have a good attitude,
and be respectful of foul calls (and not make
any bad foul calls yourself ), for example.”
“I can say with certainty there is no
community in the sport of Ultimate Frisbee
like we have here. The love and support
from your teammates on and off the field

is unrivaled,” Keller said. “My best friends
are all people who I met playing ultimate at
UPS and I know dozens of members of the
Postmen and Clearcut that can say the same.
We are truly a family.”
“I personally love the relationship I can
build off of sharing such a modest sport
of people just throwing circular pieces of
plastic,” Yuuki Hashimoto ‘21 said. “I think
just having that passion and mutual respect
for the sport is the main driving force for
the team playing well. In the end, whatever
a person is getting out of frisbee or the team,
I’m just glad to be able to play with them.”
Both the men’s and women’s ultimate
frisbee teams on campus are club sports and
they both have gone to nationals.
“Because this is a club sport, nobody has
any actual obligation to attend or be a part
of the team, so those who are consistently
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The Postmen gather after a long foggy practice.

Destin Newfont of the Postmen in action at practice.

New York City Marathon draws a large and
diverse crowd of runners

Whether you are a professional,
amateur, kid or cheering on friends
and family, there is a place for you
at the New York City Marathon
(NYCM).
This year the New York Road
Runners (NYRR), who stated this
race, turned 60. After 48 races,
the NYCM continues to surprise
people and break records.
“The first New York City
Marathon, organized in 1970
by Fred Lebow and Vince
Chiappetta, was held entirely in
Central Park. Of 127 entrants, only
55 men finished; the sole female
entrant dropped out due to illness.
Winners were given inexpensive
wristwatches and recycled baseball
and bowling trophies. The entry
fee was $1 and the total event
budget was $1,000,” the TCS
NYC Marathon website states.
NYRR President and CEO
Michael Capiraso sent runners off
the start for the past 27 years and
this year was his last time, as he
will be retiring. There were for than
50,000 runners on Sunday, Nov. 4
as they challenged themselves for
the ultimate reward.
The women’s top finisher was
Kenyan runner Mary Keitany,
who ran the second-fastest time
in history. This was her fourth win
with a time just under two and a
half hours. Just behind Keitany
was Vivian Cheruiyot, another

involved and give effort are there because
they want to be,” Ulrich said. “That is at
the very least a starting common ground
amongst players that then builds with
getting to know each other.”
“We went into Nationals not expecting
much being the 15-seed out of 16 teams.
We won our first game against the six-seed
John Brown and went on to put up good
fights in all our other games,” Keller said.
“We finished 13th overall, but received the
Spirit Award for the men’s division.”
“I am very excited to see where we go as
a team this year. We have a lot of talent
coming in our rookie class and have a good
number of strong returning players,” Keller
said. “Our goal is to make the championship
bracket at Nationals and to continue to
mature and grow as a program.”

Kenyan, who finished three
minutes after.
On the men’s side, it was a
close race but Lelisa Desisa of

were in the wheelchair division.
Marcel Hug of Switzerland was
the defending champion and was
chasing down American Daniel

By Gabi Marrese

seconds behind her was American
racer Tatyana McFadden.
Another first for the history
books was Glenn Hartrick. Ever
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Runners on the Verrazzano Narrows Bridge during the New York City Marathon.
Ethiopia also finished first with
the second-fastest time in race
history. Back in 2010, Desisa was
the first Ethiopian man to win and
he also has two Boston Marathon
wins as well. Shura Kitata crossed
the finish line two seconds after
Desisa.
The two closest races of the day

Romanchuk in the last leg of the
race. Ramanchuk pulled away,
beating Hug by one second with a
1-hour, 36-minute and 21-second
finish.
Manuela Schär of Switzerland
was able to secure her title again
this year after a 1-hour, 50-minute
and 27-second finish. Just 21

since his first race back in 2006,
Hartrick has been looking to
improve and has succeeded. Each
year Glenn got faster until he
raced a personal record of three
hours.
That wasn’t enough for Hartrick
so he added swimming and biking
to start partaking in triathlons.

Not only as he run in over 175
races but he is also a two-time
IRONMAN All-World Athlete
and was featured in “The Body
Issue” of Runner’s World.
A life-changing event took
place in 2014, when a car made
an illegal U-turn, just south of the
George Washington Bridge, and
hit Hartrick on his bike ride. He
was then paralyzed from the chest
down and had to relearn a new
way of life.
This didn’t stop Hartrick from
his love of the NYC Marathon.
He told himself that he would
participate in the marathon in
2015 using the handcart. When
raced day rolled around, he was
there and ready, even finished 10th
in the handcycle division.
This year, Hartrick chose to
compete in a racing wheelchair.
Hartrick told ABC in an interview
“One of the other challenges you
have in a racing wheelchair is
steering. So there’s steering and
braking, braking can be a challenge
unlike the handcycle.”
Glenn Hartrick crossed the
finish line as the first athlete to
compete as a runner, handcyclist,
and in the racing wheelchair.
It was a picture-perfect day
in New York for the running
community to come together and
celebrate this iconic race.
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By Liam Barry

Bittersweet
scenes
graced
Baker Stadium last week in
honor of those soccer players
who dedicated so many hours
to our program. Years of sweat,
passion and hard work finally
reached their sunset for seniors
Erin Brosnan, Maggie Decena,
Kendra Elderkin, Kellcy Emory,
Jamie Lange, Tayla MacPherson,
Elizabeth
McGraw,
Sarah
Morscheck, Lura Morton, Tess
Peppis, Paulina Thrasher and
Elisabeth Webber.
Senior night took place last
weekend during the home game
against George Fox University.
Puget Sound secured a 2-0 win
against the Bruins, and it’s easy
to believe the team played with
a little bit extra that day to make
the last game one to remember.
For many, playing for the
Loggers meant so much more
than just soccer; for these
players it felt like a family.
When asked about the strength
of the relationships within the
team, senior Elisabeth Webber
from Los Gatos, California had
heartwarming thoughts: “The
teammates I have made from
playing soccer at Puget Sound

will be forever friends in my life.
I am sure of this!,” Webber said.
Playing for the Loggers was
an experience like no other for

Webber: “Playing for Puget
Sound is being able to balance
my academics and sport. I am
able to play the sport I love, but

also study what I am interested
in. There are not many places
where you are able to go from
plating bacteria in lab to kicking

a ball around all in a few hours!”
That seems to be the perfect
summation of athletic life here
at Puget Sound. You are able
to not only play the sport you
love, but you also have ample
opportunities to immerse yourself
in studies, with the further added
benefit of joining a community
that provides friendships for life.
As these seniors bid farewell to
the team they were so invested
in, this day drove home all that
they are able to be proud of. As
Webber put so eloquently: “It is
a day to reminisce and look at all
that we have accomplished as a
class. It is also a day to celebrate
our love for the sport that we
have been playing since we could
start running.”
The Loggers will be traveling
to Abilene, Texas on Nov. 10 for
the NCAA D-III Championship
tournament. This is Puget Sound’s
first appearance since 2015. Let
us wish the team all the luck we
can and hope these seniors can
bring home some silverware in
their final contest.

PHOTO COURTESY OF LOGGER ATHLETICS

Senior soccer players line up with family and friends in celebration of their four years of hard work on and
off the field.

Logger football and Relay for Life join forces:

Last home game for the senior leaders
By Tayla McPherson

Puget Sound campus. Community service
is a vital part of the athletic experience
as a Logger. The entire student-athletic
population takes part in community
service events every semester, which
are facilitated by the Student Athletic
Advisory Committee (SAAC).
Teats discusses his passion for community
service and SAAC: “Giving back to the
community is very important to me. I
have been involved in SAAC every year
of my college career and the community
service we do is truly something special.
Our program has a larger impact on the
community than we sometimes realize,
and I think that it is amazing to have the
opportunity and ability to give back to
those who support us.”
There is much more that goes into being
a four-year student-athlete than most
perceive. The physical risk and the time
invested is unlike any other hobby, job or Senior football players line up with family and friends in celebration of their four years of hard
activity. However, as said by many of the
work on and off the field.
players, the memories and friendships
made are worth the time and risk.
Coach Thomas summarized the weekend
wisely: “I am a firm believer in developing
community service opportunities for our
players. If at the end of four years the
only thing you can say as a player is the
amount of wins we have had, I think I have
failed the student. I firmly believe and was
taught when growing up that if you have
the capacity to give, you have the moral
responsibility to do so. Relay for Life is a
tremendous program and helps bridge the
gap between those stricken by cancer and
helping find a way to find a cure.”
The final score of the game versus Linfield
was 41-47, an unfortunate loss and a very
close game. The Loggers will compete
against George Fox in Oregon for their last
conference game.

PHOTO COURTESY OF LOGGER ATHLETICS

“The senior class embodies a leadership
style of extreme desire. We have all
prescribed to the ideal of ‘Nothing could be
so hard to cause you to complain or quit.’ We
work hard to embody that every day, and to
transfer those ideals to the younger guys,”
football senior Tristan Mosier explained.
On Saturday, Nov. 3, 2018, the Puget
Sound football team celebrated nine Logger
seniors: Matt Ahnin, Nik Bernhardt, Todd
Blakely, Collin Heimbach, Dwight Jackson,
Zack Losack, Tristan Mosier, Keanu
Songcuan and Zackary Teats.
On Nov. 3 the Loggers competed against
the Linfield Wildcats (McMinnville,
Oregon).
Head coach Jeff Thomas discussed the
mindset the Loggers had: “We approach
each game with the same mindset. The
external factors have become a bigger factor
this year because we have had more success
on the field. However, we can’t let the
positive or negative feedback from others
change our overall approach to each game.”
This group of seniors has made a series of
accomplishments and received numerous
accolades. Their sophomore year, 2016, the
team finished with a 1-6 record in seventh
place in the NWC. Finally, last season the
team was 2-5, finishing in sixth place. Fast
forward four years and the team is in third
place, behind two nationally and regionally
ranked teams.
Senior captain Zackary Teats describes
the emotions going into his last home
conference game against Linfield: “I think
it is weird to think about. It honestly hasn’t
sunk in yet. It is definitely a sad feeling,
but also exciting. … There is definitely a
collective feeling among the seniors of
accomplishment for making it this far,
which is really special to see.”
Additionally, Relay for Life was at the
event collecting donations for the American
Cancer Society, because of the long history
and presence Relay for Life has had on the
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COMBAT ZONE

Combat Zone is The Trail’s satire section.
The Combat Zone is intended to be a satirical work. The views and opinions expressed by the Combat Zone do not necessarily reflect those of The Puget Sound Trail,
ASUPS, concerned parties or the University of Puget Sound. Please submit compliments or complaints in the form of letters to the editor.

The days are
Purchase of ironic
Christmas
definitely getting
sweater cures shorter but it’s not, like,
student’s seasonal
cold cold yet, except
depression early in the morning
By Grizz’s Toe

A lack of the sun draining you?
Cover your feelings with an itchy woolen sweater with a
storied past!

PHOTO COURTESY OF FLICKR

Sophomore Susan Morris has been
feeling down in the dumps. A professor
left a comment on her research paper that
said: “It would have been good as an inclass essay.” For the eighth time she did not
get selected to attend President Crawford’s
Fireside Dinner. She lost her favorite
carabiner. But, her greatest source of woe is
that she hasn’t seen the sun in 55 millennia.
Last week Morris clawed her way out of
her duvet at 11 a.m. and the sun had yet to
rise. She spent 15 minutes turning on her
30 Happy-lamps, one placed every three
feet around the perimeter of her room. She
wafted her citrus essential oils that were
supposed to bring her energy and a positive
attitude. She took five Trader Joe’s Vitamin
D tablets. She did three sun salutations.
She blasted the Sam Cooke’s rendition
of “Summertime” and five songs about
beaches. She laid out all of her healing
crystals. She listened to the voicemail from
her mom that said: “Looks like it’s a little
rainy up there sweetie; hope you’re doing
Oh, the woman
good.”
who made herself a joke When asked to comment about her efforts
approaches!
in happiness, Morris said, “I have nothing to
Let us laugh!
say.”
O, But Let Us Laugh. Despite her rituals to combat this bout of
seasonal depression, it lingered. Morris had
not cracked a joke in months and started to worry that she would
never get crows feet wrinkles. She even purchased some wrinkleinducing cream so that people would believe that she had a sense of
humor.
Upon seeing her friend adorned in an ugly Christmas sweater, she
realized what would cure her: she would become a walking joke.
“When I saw my friend in that sweater, the corners of my mouth
upturned five degrees,” Morris said. “This made me think that if I
became a parody externally, then I would be happy internally.”
So Morris and her friend got in the car and zoomed through the
dark Washington day to Value Village. They did not need headlights;
their translucently pale skin lit the way. Once they stumbled through
the rain that felt like a kitten was continuously sneezing on their faces,
they reached their holy grail, their source of clarity —
 the sweater
aisle. One sweater beckoned her to come closer. It was five sizes too
big, featured a hard-to-distinguish Mrs. Claus feeding Rudolph a
carrot and the words “Grandma Loves Christmas.” Morris heaved the
garment on (which weighed 50 pounds); this was more cardio than
she had done in two months. She paid eight dollars for it, released a
guttural sigh, and pouted back to the car.
“When I got home and stared at myself in the mirror, a beam of
light descended upon me. I heard Rihanna’s voice whispering, ‘You are
beautiful,’” Morris said. Immediately her half-centimeter-long bangs
— which she realized she had been cutting every day for three weeks
— sprouted back to an appropriate length. The bags under her eyes
disappeared; she was glowing.
The day after Morris purchased the sweater she wore it to all of
her classes and her shift at the S.U.B. Each person who saw her gave
her an exuberant high five and called her a “comedy queen.” Even
the weather bowed in her presence; it rained everywhere but on her.
Morris purchased the sweater one month ago, has not taken it off,
and doesn’t plan to ever do so. She has donated all of her happinessritual materials to other students and is launching an Ugly Christmas
Sweater Campaign.

By Bean McQueen

PHOTO COURTESY OF FLICKR

Oh, the fog? It’ll go away soon. I’m from around here.
Reports from the campus
community and beyond indicate
that the sun is rising later and
setting earlier, and yes, it is
getting colder — it’s colder than
summer was — but that being
said, it’s not really frosty like
it gets in winter. Some sources
have astutely pointed out that
there are, at present time, still
some leaves on the trees.
“Yesterday, it was dark at 7
a.m. and 7 p.m. I walk to work
at 7 a.m. every morning. A
couple months ago, it was light
out when I went. But yesterday
it was dark. So, yeah, time is
definitely passing,” said a local
woman who wished to remain
anonymous.
Gregory Banesby, a Tacoma
regional chess champion, said,
“Two days ago it was very
foggy. The day before that it was
cloudy, but not foggy. Two days
after that day — that’s yesterday
— it was clear as a true love’s
song. Mother nature plays her
cards close to the vest.”
Some community members
have become entrenched in
conflict over seasonal changes.
“It’s been blustery for days.
Unseasonably windy. I don’t
know the math, but the
probability of it being that
windy for four days, back to back
without pause, seems unlikely.
Seems strange,” tiny old woman,
Bernice Caddlesburg, said.
“One minute it’s windy, next

thing you know it’s so still you
almost want to say, ‘Hey! Who
turned off the wind up there?’”
construction site manager Alex
Purpinandina said. Studying
the skies, Purpindina added,
“Bernice is off her damn rocker.”
Examination of previous
writings and records seems
to suggest that these recent
changes are part of a repeating
pattern. Evidence shows that
similar shifts happened in 2017,
and parallel changes were found
in 2016, 2015 and every year
of recorded history before that,
also.
“We are more than halfway
through fall, and soon, it will be
winter,” was an opinion offered
by a wise man.
“Fall is dying in winter’s
unsympathetic arms,” said
Marvolo Mints, a bad-ass
amateur poet who specifically
requested we print his name.
“What’s better, T.V. or movies?
I say, why decide? Movies are
short T.V. and T.V. is long
movies, and I wouldn’t want to
live without the both of them,”
said a woman from the window
of a car.
T.V. is in its golden age right
now.
“If it’s dark, I fall asleep. When
it’s light, I get up. This is a time
of a lot of sleeping for me,” said
a smart lady named Norah who
used to be a boxing coach.
“The days are definitely

getting shorter, but it’s not, like,
cold cold yet, except early in the
morning. Or if it’s a cold rain, a
persistent cold rain or so humid
that you walk outside and
it’s like rain anyways. It’s just
misting, it’s not raining. That
kind of weather is cold because
you’re wet, like in your bones. I
guess my favorite season would
have to be spring because there’s
so much to look forward to, and
you get to leave things behind,”
said Amelia Earheart.
Jolene Sandlermen, advocate
for Weather Voices Rising, said
“It’ll burn off,” while studying
the clouds.
The data suggests that yeah, it’s
the Pacific Northwest and all, so
you expect a certain amount of
rain and clouds and the like, and
raininess, but also, you know, it’s
hard. All that grayness.
“I actually really like the rain,”
said a woman with a smug smile.
“Wait 20 minutes and it will
change,” said that same wise
man again.
Those interviewed universally
agreed that time is moving
forward and things seem to be
... a little different.
“Boy, it’s hot!” Jordan Pearson
said.
If you are as concerned as we
are about these changes, write a
letter to the Combat Zone editor,
campus mailbox #3918.

Combat Zone writers are Erin Lungwitz and Hanna Woods. Molly McLean is the Combat Zone editor. Pseudonyms have historically been used by Combat Zone writers. We want to keep this
tradition and credit writers by name in order to promote transparency. Our intent is to make people laugh and to provoke people to think critically.
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Relearning our love of poetry: A conversation with
Judith Adams

“Who Killed Cock Robin? I,
said the sparrow, with my bow
and arrow, I killed Cock Robin!
“Who saw him die? I, said the
fly, with my little eye, I saw him
die.”
These are the opening lines
of the 15th-century English
nursery rhyme, “Who Killed
Cock Robin.” With its strong
marching cadence and tight
internal rhymes, the song hits the
ears with an electric satisfaction.
This is poetry at its finest. And
according to Judith Adams, we
are all born with a deep and
primal love for it.
On
Thursday,
Nov.
2,
Humanities
Washington
sponsored a lecture at the Tacoma
Art Museum (TAM) by local
Washington poet Judith Adams
about how to fall back in love
with the written word. According
to Adams, we all grow up with a
natural affinity for language and
sound.
“Children have an appetite for
story, humor, trickery and rhyming
cadence,” Adams explained. This
is best demonstrated through the
simple pleasure of the humble
nursery rhyme.
“Through nursery rhymes,
children
experience
the
vicissitudes of life,” she said.
Some offer coping mechanisms
for real-world issues. The story
of “Who Killed Cock Robin,”
for example, in addition to being
a catchy rhyme, also serves as “a
community story about the reality
of death,” Adams said.

Even seemingly nonsensical
rhymes, Adams said, serve an
important purpose in a child’s
development.
“So many nursery rhymes
have a kind of intrinsic wisdom
that really meet children at the
developmental stage that they’re
in,” she said.
Adams told a story of an
experience she had several years
ago, assessing children for the
first grade, where the effect of
poetry, particularly folk songs,
had an observable effect on a
child’s psychology.
She recalled a little girl
adopted from Russia. While her
assessment was nearly perfect,
teachers were concerned as she
was not participating in class
and her work was far below
satisfactory: “I didn’t know what
to do,” Adams said. “Then one
night I woke up and thought
maybe she just needs Russian folk
songs and rhymes.”
She advised the child’s parents
to play their daughter Russian
folk songs for about a month and
see if they noticed any changes. A
few weeks later, Adams received
a call from the child’s teacher,
telling her that the girl’s attitude
had completely turned around.
“It made me realize how
profoundly we are influenced by
the place and culture of our birth,”
Adams said. “We are influenced
by the sounds we are surrounded
by at birth, the intonation of
our native language, bird-songs,
sounds of the cities and rivers and

folk songs. … A sense of place
gives us a sense of belonging.”
It is only later, under the
crushing weight of analytical
rigor, that this initial passion for
language is eroded. Adams went
on to explain how many people’s
disdain for poetry comes not from
the works themselves but how
they are presented in schools.
“All we remember are the
excruciating classes of going
through poems line by line trying
to figure out the meaning. If we
were to allow students to simply
enjoy the sounds of the words,
one in the wake of another, the
meaning would emerge.”
Adams
remembered
experiencing this herself, when
she was a child growing up in
England and was required to
memorize a poem by Walter de la
Mare. “As we recited the poem, I
can still remember how visceral it
felt,” she said. “The sound of the
words vibrated inside me.”
For Adams, the act of reading
a poem is fundamentally an
affective experience. A poem
is not a question with a single
answer or a problem to be solved.
Rather, it is an active and creative
process, whereby the reader’s
response contributes just as much
to the creation of meaning as the
actual author.
Quoting Adrian Riche, Adams
told the crowd, “A poem isn’t
complete until there is a reader
at the other end. It can’t just
be produced; it also has to be
received. And so, yes, I feel
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By Carlisle Huntington

Pictured: Poet Judith Adams

that poems are being completed
in so many different ways by
so many different minds and
consciousnesses.”
Once we make this perceptual
shift, poetry has the power to
imbue even the most quotidian
of objects with a kind of divine
significance, bringing us “to the
essence of life,” such that we
can no longer take anything for
granted.
After the lecture, many
audience
members
found
themselves walking away with a
new perspective on poetry. Puget
Sound senior Morgan Ardwan,
for example, found herself deeply
moved by Judith’s performance. “I
was surprised with how engaged I
ended up being,” she said. “I want

to connect more with poetry and
folk songs from California or the
United States.”
Angie Cookston, another Puget
Sound senior, also spoke to how
hearing poetry aloud gave her a
newfound appreciation for the art
form. “I loved the way she read
the poems; it sounded like music,
just her intonation and inflection
was really beautiful.”
Though both the reading
and writing of poetry is often
considered a solitary endeavor,
Judith Adam’s lecture at the TAM
reminded those in attendance
of the true roots of poetry, a
communal experience, wherein
language connects to the heart
true wonder of simply being.

University hosts author-turned-screenwriter
Leonardo Padura Fuentes to discuss Netflix series
‘Four Seasons in Havana’

By Keara Wood

On Monday, Oct. 29, University of Puget
Sound students, faculty and members of
the community gathered for a screening
and discussion of “The Winds of Lent,”
the first of four episodes comprising
the Cuban miniseries “Four Seasons in
Havana.” “The Winds of Lent” kicks off
with a murder, a sweet trumpet solo and a
great deal of fog.
Leonardo Padura Fuentes, a native
Cuban and the author of the four detective
novels that the show is based on, gave a
brief introduction to the episode before
the screening and answered questions
from the audience after.
In the introduction, Fuentes said that
“Most of the cast is Cuban and most of the
filming was done in Cuba,” emphasizing
that the show’s airing on Netflix was a big
win for the Cuban film industry.
Screenwriter Lucía Lópex Coll, Fuentes’
wife, was also present. The script that was
used to create the show is an adaptation
of Fuentes’ four novels done by the couple.
Each episode runs for about an hour and
a half and focuses on the adventures of
Mario Conde, played by Cuban actor Jorge
Perugorría. Conde is your typical dark and
mysterious detective. He is melancholy,
brooding and a hopeless romantic.
His romantic interest and the femme
fatale, Karina, is played by Colombian
actress Juana Acosta. She brings out the
best in Conde, even inspiring him to

take up writing again, something that he
is passionate about but has not done in a
while due to mysterious circumstances.
The first episode follows the case of a
young woman who is violently strangled in
her apartment one night. It is revealed that
Conde may or may not have a problem
with alcohol and is on somewhat tense
terms with his boss, who warns him not to
go on a boozy bender again.
When asked what it was like to convert
his novels into film format, Fuentes said,
“The creation of atmosphere was very
important.”
This emphasis on atmosphere manifests
itself in the soundtrack and visual aesthetics
of the show. The very beginning of the
show introduces the nostalgic trumpet solo
that persists throughout the entire episode.
The trumpet’s soliloquies both reflect and
add to the air of reminiscence and regret
that the show carries.
Another contributor to this air of
sentimentality are the visual aesthetics of
the show itself, which was filmed mostly in
Cuba. Fuentes said that “you see the poor
and the rich parts of Havana” and that one
of his goals with the show was to “provide
a complete vision of what Havana is.”
Within the first five minutes of the show,
Fuentes provides a gorgeous aerial view of
Havana in the early hours of the morning.
The show ends on a similar note, with
Conde overlooking the city as the sun is

just beginning to set.
Fuentes stated that “it was very hard to
work with light in Havana,” but his end
result betrays no sign of this difficulty.
The look and feel of the show is distinctly
nostalgic, but a touch of triumph and
optimism is added as the show concludes
with Conde solving the mystery and
gaining a cathartic release.
He also provided insight into what it was
like to write the original detective novels,

stating that “the structure of detective
stories is different because you have to give
info away gradually. I tried to maintain
that structure while writing the story.”
Similarly, the show follows this
format and gradually gives away bits of
information until together, the audience
and Conde finally uncover the truth.
If you love a good mystery and/or have an
appreciation for Latin American culture,
this show is for you.
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Two local artists reconcile memory and aging in ‘Memory
Lame: An Unforgettable Installation’

By Arielle Harvey

Pacific Lutheran University and
owns a small business in Tacoma
called Springtide Press.
Spring’s pieces are not only
thoughtful and well-crafted, but
they are also deeply personal.
The pain of watching her father’s
memory and livelihood decline
from Alzheimer’s disease led her
to explore memory and cognition
in her work. Before he passed
away, Spring and her father
created an installation inspired by
memories from his childhood.
“He was so engaged with
the project, helping me sort
everything from shoeboxes to
final installation, and this inspired
him to recall childhood stories,”
Spring said in an email interview
with The Trail. “The work both
gave us a way to engage and
provided some solace.”
Engagement is important to
Spring; the “artists book,” in the
center of the exhibit is designed to

engage with its reader. The book
works like a puzzle: it flattens and
then must be put back together
through clues and corresponding
shapes.
“In the same way I like to
challenge readers’ senses, I hope
to provide layers of engagement.
A reader can spend some serious
time with the artist’s book or just
cruise by to ponder the fountain
or read a banner,” Spring said.
“Artists book” is meant to be
a physical manifestation of a
“Memory Palace,” a technique
that uses an imaginary place
and mnemonic clues to recall
information. Different sections of
the piece include various memory
methods like mnemonics, prints
of herbs thought to aid memory
and a poem meaningful to her
father, “Forgetfulness” by Billy
Collins, repeated in each section.
Spring’s “mnemonic banners”
display drawings of plants and
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Pictured: “Memory Lame: An Unforgettable Installation” in Collins Memorial Library.
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Jessica Spring and Scott
Gruber’s “Memory Lame: An
Unforgettable Installation” is
an equally reverent and playful
exhibition. The artists capture
the frustration and wistfulness
of aging, memory loss and the
acceptance of change.
“Memory
Lame:
An
Unforgettable Installation” sits
in the center of a busy university
library, but its intimate material
and energetic use of space demand
attention. The exhibition explores
memory loss, memory retention
and the replacement of old tools
with digital technology. The
exhibit has been on display in the
Collins Memorial Library since
Oct. 22 and will remain until Jan.
25, with an opening reception on
Dec. 5 at 6 p.m.
Jessica Spring’s letterpress prints
have been featured in collections
nationally and internationally.
She is an instructor of book arts at

Pictured: A detail from “Memory Lame: An Unforgettable
Installation”

mnemonics in large text. The giant
hanging banners are made from
handmade abaca paper. Abaca,
a plant from the banana family’s
strong fiber, can be beaten and
made into translucent sheets of
paper. The process is laborious but
as Spring explains, encapsulates
memory in itself.
“It was an eerie color and texture
too, almost like skin, and the
papermaking and drying process
is literally recorded in each sheet,
a memory,” Spring said.
The largest piece in the exhibit,
“Fountain of Knowledge and River
of Forgetfulness,” was created
by Scott Gruber. Scott Gruber
earned his BFA in sculpture from
St. Cloud University. He creates
functional and non-functional
sculptures and owns Calendula
Farm & Earthworks in Tacoma.
“Fountain of Knowledge and
River of Forgetfulness” is a real
running fountain. Its cascading
body is made from bound
periodicals and journals that
the Collins Memorial Library
replaced with digital copies. The
books used were all chosen to

Jazz Orchestra Fall Concert Review

I don’t know if it was the players, the
sound system or the music selection, but
during Friday’s Jazz Orchestra’s concert,
their first of the year, I’ve never heard
the group sound better. The orchestra
tore through a diverse set of bouncy and
smooth big-band jazz tunes that gripped
the packed Schneebeck Hall crowd for
the entire performance.
The orchestra started off the evening
strong with a bright and tight rendition
of “Ain’t It Wonderful” by Tom Kubis.
This song set the tone for a fantastic
night of music that displayed the
orchestra’s talent as a cohesive unit and
as individual artists. After the orchestra
played a great piece by Toshiko Akiyoshi
titled “Long Yellow Road,” band director
Tracy Knoop took to the microphone for
the first time that evening.
The always-charismatic Knoop got
the audience laughing and then gave a
brief history lesson about the group’s
next song, Duke Ellington and Billy
Strayhorn’s Shakespearean ode, “Such
Sweet Thunder.” Throughout the night
Knoop spoke to the audience in a
genuine and light tone, reminiscent
of a comedian doing crowd work, and
made the whole concert experience feel
inclusive to everyone in the auditorium.

“When I was a little boy, my father had
all these record albums — he had a lot
of the records by this big band called the
Stan Kenton Orchestra,” Knoop said,

The middle third of the concert
probably produced the most interesting
stretch of song choices and performances,
including a Latin-flared Eddie Palmieri
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Pictured: The University’s Jazz Orchestra performing their fall concert.

introducing the orchestra’s beautiful and
dynamic performance of Kenton’s “Body
and Soul.”

track, “Palmas,” an extended big-band
interpretation of Radiohead’s “15 Step,”
and a smooth, loungey track by Kris Berg

reference memory, ideas and
cognition. The piece seems to
reconsider what is lost with
digital technology: solid intimate
sources of knowledge that can be
held in one’s hands.
Gruber’s
“Fountain
of
Knowledge and River of
Forgetfulness” and
Spring’s
mnemonic banners converge and
continue outside. The work is
left exposed, and the viewer can
look out the window and watch it
succumb to nature and eventually
disintegrate. This sentiment
parallels the breakdown of
memory
with
Alzheimer’s
and old age and reminds us
that everything will eventually
disappear.
Whether a casual viewer just
passing by the installation or
a serious observer sitting and
engaging with “artists book,”
anyone can engage with the
exhibit. Its serious subject matter
reminds us of the impermanence
of life, while its clever and
sometimes comical mnemonics
provide much-needed relief.

By Evan Welsh

titled “Lifelong Friends.”
The orchestra finished the night with
Pete McGuinness’ “Nasty Blues” and
Sammy Nestico’s “Magic Flea.” After a
standing ovation, the orchestra sat down
for an encore of an unnamed Barry
White arrangement, which led to yet
another well-deserved standing ovation
for Knoop and the orchestra.
“It’s a family affair up here,” Knoop
said after making a witty remark at the
guitarist’s expense. While this line was
said mostly in jest, the family dynamic
was fully apparent throughout the
orchestra’s performance. As the band
maneuvered through their set of exciting
toe-tappers, sentimental slow songs and
even some experimental arrangements,
they appeared comfortable and trusting
of one another.
Maybe it wasn’t just the musicians or
the song choices that made this year’s
fall Jazz Orchestra concert so wonderful.
Maybe it’s the family connection in
this year’s ensemble that did it — their
assurance in one another giving each
player a confidence that bled into each
tune, drawing the audience in and
creating a memorable evening of music.

